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Abstract
Sentiment analysis deals with analysing the given text and classifying whether the text is a positive,
negative or neutral one. The sentiment analysis forms the base for applications where the public views
could be known. This paper shows how a multi label classification of the given text could be implemented
by considering the sentiment associated with the text. The models that are applied for monolingual
sentiment analysis may not provide good results when it is extended for code mixed data. When a Cross
Lingual model was applied to the training data-set provided by Dravidian Code-mix FIRE 2021 for the
Task A which uses Tamil - English code mixed data, it was able to classify the test data-set with an
average F1 score of 0.514. .
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1. Introduction
India is a land of large bilingual communities. Most part of the Indian community are well
versed in the language English [1] in addition to their native language. So when Indians express
their opinions considering various situations as tweets or comments, mostly it is a mix of
English and a regional language which is represented as code mixed data. Hence analysis of
code mixed data has become an important part of any analysis considering the Indian society.
Sentiment analysis is a research area under Natural language Processing where the sentiment
associated with a text has to be identified [2]. Usually the sentiment analysis process is expressed
as a multi label classification problem[3] with a minimum of three sentiments associated with a
text which can be represented as positive, negative or neutral. Sentiment expresses the inner
feeling of a person towards a particular situation which can also be represented as emotions [4]
towards a situation which can be a product, idea, concept, event etc.
When a corpus is created for a specific purpose like Sentiment analysis, the data in the
corpus may not be uniformly distributed. It may have a particular class of data much more than
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other classes or a particular class of data may be much smaller than the other classes[5]. The
sentiments associated with such imbalanced code-mixed data could be analysed using sampling
techniques [6]. Various machine learning approaches namely, Random Forest Classifier, Logistic
Regression, XGBoost classifier, Support Vector Machine and Naïve Bayes Classifier can be
applied over this set to perform the classification process associated with the sentiment of
the text. Lexicon based approaches can also be used for the classification process [7] which
mainly rely on lexical resources like Wordnet which represents the words and their associated
sentiment in order to perform the classification.
During this pandemic period, exposure to social media has seen a wide increase. Due to the
use of online resources and online media specifying their views and posting comments in Social
media sites have become very common among people. Indians prefer to express themselves
using code mixed languages. These are difficult to analyse as they may not be grammatically
formed with variations in spelling and use of abbreviations and also it has limited resources [8].
Deep learning models could be effectively utilized for performing the multi label classification of
sentiment analysis over the code mixed data. Cross-lingual pretrained transformer models are
expected to provide better performance for such task when it is associated with low-resourced
languages [9].

2. Related works
In a code mixed corpus, usage of both code-mixed and non-code-mixed data are common
which had been identified by creation of a lexicon dictionary [6] for the code-mixed corpus
using which the problems associated with spelling variations, abbreviation usage had been
handled and then the machine learning techniques had been applied for classification based on
the sentiment associated with the text. Problems associated with the imbalance nature of the
corpus had been handled by applying various sampling techniques over the corpus.
Sentiment analysis of Kannada-English code mixed corpus which had been created by crawling Facebook comments and the performance of various machine learning and deep learning
techniques over the corpus using a distributed representation had been demonstrated by [10].
Sentiment analysis of a Hindi data-set had been implemented using the concept of cross-lingual
contextual word embeddings and zero-shot transfer learning to project the predictions from
resource-rich English to resource-poor Hindi language [11]. Classification of code mixed Hindi
text based on sentiment had been implemented with the use of TF-IDF feature vectors of character n-grams where n ranged from 2 to 6 with an ensembled voting classifier and linear SVM
classifier[12].
Polarity of Dravidian code-mixed comments had been identified using a sub-word level
model and a word embedding based model which in turn had made use of Long Short Term
Memory (LSTM) network and a machine learning based architecture which had used Inverse
document frequency (TF-IDF) vectorization along with a Logistic Regression model [13] for the

Table 1
Data set
Category

Training Set

Positive
Negative
Mixed Feeling
Not Known
Not Tamil

4271
5628
4021
20069
1667

Validation Set
480
611
438
2257
176

classification task. The Decision Tree Algorithm had been used to computationally identify and
categorize the opinions expressed as text in Kannada language [14].
To analyse code mixed data, bilingual embedding techniques has to be replaced with multilingual word embedding schemes [15] to achieve improvement in performance in any application
associated with code-mixed data. For implementing sentiment analysis of code-mixed data,
using different kinds of multilingual and cross-lingual embeddings, knowledge can be efficiently
transferred from monolingual text to code-mixed text [16]. Variations of code mixed words had
been captured by a cluster based preprocessing approach and then the sentences of code-mixed
and standard languages had been mapped to a common sentiment space for performing the
sentiment analysis by [17].

3. Data set Description
The data-set provided for the shared task Dravidian Code-Mix FIRE 2021 [2],[3] was a new
gold standard corpus for sentiment analysis of code-mixed data. The text represents comment /
post with an average sentence length of the corpora as 1. Each text is annotated with sentiment
polarity at the comment / post level. The data-set had three sets of data, one for training, second
for validation and the third set of data for testing based on which the results of the shared
task was announced. The complete data-set had five different classes to which the data belong,
namely Not-known, Positive, Negative, Not-Tamil and Mixed Feelings.
The table 1 shows the number of instances under each category both in the training and the
validation data set. Considering the distribution of data in the data set it showed an imbalanced
nature of the real world scenario with 56% of the data falling under Not-Known category in
both training and validation sets. The instances of the test data-set has to be placed under any
one of the above categories which was done by predictions based on the proposed model. The
average F1 score of this predicted class of the test data was used by Dravidian Code-Mix FIRE
2021 to evaluate the proposed model and based on the predicted values, average F1 score was
computed and the models were ranked.
The Fig:1 shows the distribution of the data in both the training and validation data-set
provided by Dravidian Code-mix Fire 2021 for the Task1. It was evident that the data-set is an

Figure 1: Distribution of data in the data set

imbalanced one with more instances under the category Not- Known.
As separate data-sets were provided for training and validation purposes, they were used for
training and validating the proposed model. A separate test data-set was provided for which
the sentiments were predicted using the trained model which were used for computing the F1
score of the model.

4. Proposed methodology
The shared task Dravidian Code-Mix FIRE 2021 was a multi-label classification task for
sentiment analysis of Dravidian Code-mixed data based on the provided gold standard corpus[?
]. We as a team participated in the task associated with the sentiment analysis of Tamil-English
code mixed text which had comments from YouTube. We have implemented the classification
using a Cross Lingual pre-trained model.
The given data-set was imbalanced in nature, as a result of which the model was not able to
turn up with good results. The data from the training data-set was down-sampled to enforce
a balanced nature to the data-set. Using the Cross Lingual model substantial improvement in
performance of the model is expected over both low-resource languages and high-resource
languages. The Cross Lingual Model is trained with a Translation Language Modeling which
helps the model to learn similar representations for different languages1 . The vocabulary
supported by the model was the default value which is 30145, and it uses 2048 encoder and
pooling layers and 12 hidden layers with a dropout value of 0.1. The model supports language
embedding with two languages supported by the model as the considered data set has text in
code-mixed Tamil and English. The model was trained using the training data set and validated
1

https://huggingface.co/transformers/model_doc/xlmroberta.html

Table 2
Submission score
Parameters

Score

Precision
Recall
F1 Score

0.615
0.485
0.514

using the validation data set provided for the shared task by Dravidian Code-Mix FIRE 2021.
The evaluation of the model was based on a separate test data set.
The performance of Dravidian Code-mix FIRE 2021 was evaluated based on the performance
of the proposed system which in turn was measured in terms of weighted averaged precision,
weighted averaged recall and weighted averaged F-Score across all the classes. Our model was
able to provide an average F1 score of 0.514. Table 2 shows the value of various performance
measures for sentiment predictions done for the text in the test data-set using the proposed
model.

5. Error Analysis
The performance measures of the model shows that there is much more scope to improve
the accuracy of the sentiment analysis of code mixed Tamil-English text. Imbalance nature of
the data-set could be considered as one possible reason for this output which could be balanced
by using up-sampling mechanisms instead of down-sampling the data. The down-sampled
data could have made the model to miss out few key features which would have led to missclassification of the text from the test data-set. Pre-processing of the data is equally important
as up-sampling of the system as the posts retrieved from YouTube would have symbols and
abbreviations.
Figure : 2 shows few example sentences which has not been correctly predicted by the
proposed model. First three sentences have been identified to belong to the Negative category,
but analysing the words in the sentences shows that they express positive sentiments. Sentence
4 had been classified as positive by considering the presence of the word ’level’, but considering
the sentence as a whole it should be classified as Not-Tamil. Fine tuning the proposed model
and avoiding the loss of information would help to reduce the miss-classifications that have
occurred in the model.

Figure 2: Sample Sentences

6. Conclusion
From the result it could be found that the performance achieved by our model on the new
golden corpus provided by Dravidian Code-mix FIRE 2021 for code mixed Tamil-English text
could be improved. As numerous multilingual based transformer models and approaches are
available, more scope is there for research to be carried out in this field to identify a better
model for sentiment analysis of code mixed text.
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